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Need Analysis of the English Pocket Book 









Based on the Curriculum for the fourth grade of SD Negeri 4 Tewah, students are given 
English as their subject learnt at school. Need analysis was done to know the students’ 
need of English teaching and learning material. The instruments used to obtain the data 
were interview with the teacher, documents, and questionnaire sent to the students. The 
finding shows that the fourth-grade students of SD Negeri 4 Tewah were difficult in 
learning simple English vocabulary because the available English teaching material was 
lack of vocabulary. The finding also states that a pocket book was preferred by the teacher 
and the students as the form of the English material. Consequently, an English pocket 
book for the fourth-grade students of SD Negeri 4 Tewah to be developed later need to 
be based on the students’ needs of vocabulary. 
 




English has become an international language that is taught in almost all levels of 
education in the world. People reliaze that main purpose of learning foreign language is 
to used it in communication both in oral or written form. The daya revealed by British 
Council (2013,p.5) show that the number of English speaker have reached 1.75 bilion 
people or about a quarter of world population. This large number is caused by the 
existence of English language in almost all aspects of life. 
 
English is considered as foreign language in Indonesia and is one of the important 
languages used to communicate with other people from other countries. English is taught 
widely at formal school starting from elementary school up to universities level, even at 
informal school such as courses. Students have to learn the basic of English components 
such as English vocabulary to master all the four English of listening, speaking, reading, 
and writing. 
 
In learning English, it cannot be instant. It is not as easy as learning the first 
language. we have to learn English from the very basics. In some city in Indonesia that 
have no English subject in elementary school, the students start to learn English start from 
junior high school. in junior high school, they learn about text, but they do not understand 
and cannot speak any English word, it becomes the serious problem for teachers. It will 
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be better if they learn the basic of English components such as English vocabulary starting 
from elementary school. 
 
To have a good prospects in the community of international world, English must 
be learned seriously by the students. They have to know, at least, English vocabulary. 
However, students in SD Negeri 4 Tewah did not know about it. Tarigan (1982:2) states 
that someone’s quality in language depends on how much vocabulary she or he knows. It 
means that English vocabulary is needed to know the students’ quality in English. 
 
Vocabulary is one of the English component that plays important role in learning 
language. For students in elementary school, they need a lot of vocabulary so they can 
speak to other people, transfer the meaning of what they want to say and they also can 
express their feeling to the listener. Nunan (1991) states that vocabulary is the important 
key to use second language. without wide vocabulary, semone cannot use structure and 
language function in communication. 
 
As stated by Nunan (2003) “Vocabulary is a key component to success in 
developing communication and literal skill. From vocabulary, students can express their 
idea and learn new concept. Vocabulary is needed for comprehension of the language 
and it is also increases fluency in the language”. From the explanation above, it can be 
concluded that vocabulary is totally important. 
 
Based on the curriculum for the fourth grade students of SD Negeri 4 Tewah, 
students are given English as their subject learnt at school. In fact, the fourth grade 
students of SD Negeri 4 Tewah are quite difficult to improve their English skills because 
they are accustomed to use their native language. Besides that, they are also difficult to 
learn English components such as vocabulary, because they never hear the English 
language in their life. In addition, most of them are not too interested in English. 
 
In order to solve the problem, the teacher has to know the students’ needs in 
learning English. Richards (2001: 51) proposes the function of needs analysis, that is, to 
find out what language skills a learner needs in order to perform a particular role; help 
determine if an existing course adequately addresses the need of potential students; 
determine which students from a group are most in need of training in particular language 
skills; identify a change of direction that people in a reference group feel is important; to 
identify a gap between what students are able to do and what they need to be able; and 
collect information about a particular problem learners are experiencing. 
 
Referring to the above background, the research was conducted to answer the 
research questions as follows: “What are the causes of the students’ difficulties in learning 
English vocabulary?”, and “What are the students’ need in learning English vocabulary?” 
Based on the above questions, the research had the objectives to know the causes of 
students’ difficulties in learning English vocabulary and to find out the students’ needs in 
learning English vocabulary.  
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1. Need Analysis 
 
Needs analysis is the preliminary stage of designing courses, syllabuses, 
materials, and the sort of educational activities that take place (Jordan, 1997). Needs 
analysis is a significant factor that should be discovered and negotiated in language 
teaching programs. The result of the needs analysis support instructors to define the 
students’ of language skills. Upon examining the students; needs and specifying the 
language course objectives, materials meeting the needs of the students might be chosen 
for instance. Therefore, needs analysis is the base on which curriculum content, teaching 
materials and methods to be constructed. According to Otilia (2015), need analysis gives 
way to enhance the student’s motivation and achievement. Needs analysis has several 
sub-branches according to the aim and function of the analysis. It covers target situation 
analysis, present situation analysis, deficiency analysis, strategy analysis and means 
analysis, etc. (Jordan, 1997). 
 
Syllabus plays an important role in the teaching-learning process. They serves a 
list of contents to be thought and assessed. They cover the objectives and the activities of 
the learning. According to Parkes and Harris (2002,p.1) the purposes of syllabus are as a 
contract, as a permanent record, and as a learning tool. A syllabus are a guide to a course 
that consist of what will be learned. In developing syllabus, an important element is 
analyzing the needs of the students. 
 
In this research, the subject of needs analysis are the students. Richards 
(2001,p.51) states that ”Needs analysis is used to collect information about learners’ 
needs”. Learning needs refer to what the learner needs to do in order to learn. It is 
concerned with the method and activities in a learning process. To decide the method and 
activities, the teacher should understand the learning goals, the preferred styles of 
learning, and the commitment to learn of the learners. 
 
Hutchinson and Waters (in Nation and Macalister, 2010: 24-25) divide needs into 
target needs and learning needs. Target needs refer to what the learner needs to know in 
order to function in the target situation, what they know already, and what they need to 
know. Target needs make sure that the course contains relevant and useful things to learn. 
It is more useful to look at the target situation in terms of necessities, lacks, and wants. 
Necessities refer to what the learner has to know in order to function effectively in the 
target situation. Lacks refer to the gap between the target proficiency and the existing 




Cameron (2001) states that “vocabulary is one of the knowledge area in language, 
plays a great role for learners in acquiring a language”. As also stated by Suryana (1990) 
“Vocabulary is one of the language components. It supports the teaching and learning of 
the four language skill of listening, speaking, reading, and writing”. Furthermore, 
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Kridalaksana (in Tarigan, 1994) states that “Vocabulary is a component of a language 
that maintains all of information about meaning and using word in a language”. 
 
based on the definitions above, it can be restated that vocabulary is one of the 
language components and it is an important aspect to support the teaching and learning 
process of the four English language skills. This is in line with Wilkins (in Thornbury, 
2002) who stated that “............, without vocabulary nothing can be conveyed”. Without 
the knowlege of vocabulary, we cannot say any word, we cannot express our feeling, and 
we cannot convey our idea to other people around us. In make the learning process easier, 
every person who learns a language needs to learn the vocabulary in the first language, 
second language, or foreign language. 
 
According to Hatch and Brown (1995, p.181-243), there are three kinds of 
vocabulary that will be explain bellow. 
 
2.1.Word Classes 
Word classes is all words belong to categories. It is known well as a part of speech 
such as noun, verb, adverb, adjective, conjunction, pronunciation, and preposition. 
 
2.2.Word families 
Word families are groups of words that have a common pattern or groups of letters 
with the same sound. it clarifies about affix and the shift shound. 
 
2.3.Word Formation 
In linguistics (particularly morphology and lexicology), word formation refers to 
the way in which new words are formed on the basis of other words or morphemes. This 
also known as derivational morphology. Word formation can denote either a state or 
process, and it can be viewed either diacrchonically or synchronically. 
 
3. Pocket Book 
 
Anderson (in Sadiman et.al. 1996; Hamalik, 1994; Miarso, et.al, 1986) classifies 
pocket book as print media that is used in learning. He mentioned that there are three 
kinds of print media, they are text book, hand book, and task book. Anderson states that 
pocket book is involved in the hand book category. Pocket book is a paperback or other 
small or cheap edition of a book (Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia, 2005:185). As stated 
in Balai Pustaka, pocket book is a small especially paperback book that can be carried 




The researcher conducted the study in SD Negeri 4 Tewah. This school is located 
in Jl.Nyai Balau, Tewah, Gunung Mas Regency, Central Kalimantan. This study used 
descriptive qualitative method following Toendan (2017) who stated that “descriptive 
research is a research involving the collection of data for the purpose of describing 
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existing conditions”. It means the study was conducted to know and describe the existing 
conditions of the students in SD Negeri 4 Tewah related to their difficulties and needs of 
a pocket book for English vocabulary learning. The researcher chose 30 students of the 
fourth grade students and the teacher who was teaching English as the subject of the 
research. This class is taken as the subject because the students are learning vocabulary 
and they are serious in learning English. To collect the data, the instruments used were 
interview, documents, and questionnaire. The interview was done with the English 
teacher and the students, and the questionnaire with five questions using Indonesian 
language was distributed to the students. The interview and the questionnaire contained 
questions related to the difficulties and the needs of English vocabulary for the students, 
including an overview of an example of English pocket book. The document was used to 
support the research discussion. The collected data were analyzed qualitatively using 
percentage by identifying and explaining the students’ difficulties about and needs of their 
English vocabulary learning. 
 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Based on the results of interview with the teacher, it was found that the students’ 
difficulty in learning English was because of the differences between the letter and its 
sound. Moreover, the students’ activity was only using the available package of English 
textbook, and they just translated the words into Bahasa Indonesia and asked the teacher 
about the meaning. When they had homework, they translated it using google translate, 
then wrote it in their answer sheet. The other statement mentioned by the teacher in the 
interview was that the students were accustomed to use their native language in their daily 
conversation during English classes; that is why it was difficult to make them understand 
English vocabulary. 
 
The statements of the teacher above were also strengthened by the students; 
answers in the interview. The table below shows the result of the interview with the 
students. 
 
Table 1. The Result of Interview with the Students 
No. Question Student’s response 
Yes No 
1.  Do you love learning English? 9 21 
2.  Do you think English is difficult to learn? 9 21 
3.  Have you ever learned English vocabulary? 9 21 
4.  Do you think the package book you are using has 
sufficient vocabulary? 
6 24 
5.  Do you agree that a special pocket book containing 
English vocabulary will help you learn English? 
30 - 
 
Based on the students’ answers in the interview session above, there were only 9 
students (27%) who loved to learn English, and the rest 21 students (63%) disliked to 
learning English. The reasons of the students who disliked English were because English 
was difficult to understand. More than that, the difference between the letters and their 
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sounds was also stated why they disliked English. Getting bored with the teaching-
learning activities was also another reason of disliking English. Meanwhile, the students 
who liked English stated the reason that learning English was fun. They also stated that 
if they could speak English then they were glad to practice speaking English with tourists. 
 
Nine of thirty students (27%) who answered that they loved learning English gave 
a statement that they have been learning English vocabulary through English course they 
were joining for several months to years. Three of the nine students who have learnt 
English vocabulary said that they have known the English alphabets and numbers, and 
one of them knew the English alphabets, numbers, colours, and days. Meanwhile, twenty 
one students (63%) have never learnt the English vocabulary, they did not know any 
English words when joining English teaching and learning process in the class. 
 
Two other students (6%) said they knew the above vocabulary items and also 
animals, fruits, and public places, and the last three students (9%) knew more vocabulary 
expressions, such as “what is mentioned above”, and also knew greetings. They could 
introduce themselves in simple way such as “my name is Theresia, I am nine years old, I 
like singing”. The students also said that their English book was full of English, but they 
did not know the meaning. Twenty four students said that their book were lack of 
vocabulary and seven of them said it has enough vocabulary. Then, when the researcher 
gave them an overview of an English pocket book consists of English – word transcription 
– meaning in Indonesian language, they were excited. 
 
Meanwhile, the documents used by the researcher were to know more about the 
students’ experiences in English. The first document was the students’ worksheets 
containing the answers to the questions in English lesson from their teacher in class. It is 
presented as in the following table: 
 










1.  A1 2 3 4 2 3 14 
2.  A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3.  A3 1 2 5 3 1 12 
4.  A4 7 9 8 5 4 33 
5.  A5 0 2 3 0 1 6 
6.  A6 2 3 4 1 2 12 
7.  A7 2 3 6 2 1 14 
8.  A8 3 3 6 3 2 17 
9.  A9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10.  A10 3 2 4 4 3 16 
11.  A11 3 5 3 3 2 16 
12.  A12 7 8 8 6 5 36 
13.  A13 8 8 9 5 7 37 
14.  A14 8 7 8 4 6 33 
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15.  A15 4 3 5 4 4 20 
16.  A16 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17.  A17 2 2 4 1 1 10 
18.  A18 1 3 4 1 2 11 
19.  A19 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20.  A20 6 7 7 5 5 30 
21.  A21 7 8 6 6 6 33 
22.  A22 9 10 9 8 7 43 
23.  A23 3 4 6 3 3 19 
24.  A24 2 4 5 3 2 16 
25.  A25 0 1 3 0 0 4 
26.  A26 9 10 10 9 8 46 
27.  A27 7 8 8 5 6 31 
28.  A28 0 0 0 0 0 0 
29.  A29 0 0 0 0 0 0 
30.  A30 3 5 6 5 4 23 
 
As stated in the above table, from 30 students, 6 of them (18%) did not have any 
one correct answer to the questions of the English vocabulary in the worksheet; 15 
students (45%) got the correct answer in some vocabularies of months because the names 
of months were almost similar as Indonesian language. Furthermore, there were 9 other 
students (27%) who had many correct answers in one category, they had only two or three 
incorrect English vocabulary items. 
 
The second document was a list of some basic English vocabulary items used to 
see how much English vocabulary items they have had. The list of the basic English 
vocabulary items which consists of 50 words divided into five categories of vocabularies, 
i.e. of colours; numbers; days and months; animals; and public places is presented as 
follows: 
 
Table 3. List of Vocabulary 
No. Category 
Colours Numbers Days and months Animals Public places 
1.  White One Sunday Cat School 
2.  Black Two Monday Dog Hospital 
3.  Red  Three Tuesday Mouse Mosque 
4.  Green Ten Wednesday Crocodile Church 
5.  Blue Thirteen Friday Ant Bus station 
6.  Yellow Sixteen January Rabbit Airport 
7.  Brown Twenty March Monkey Bank 
8.  Orange Fourty July Hen Mall 
9.  Pink Fifty October Pig Restaurant 
10.  Purple Fifty one December Butterfly Zoo 
 
To know further about the results of the students’ interview, the questionnaire 
given to students was created to know more details about their opinion on English lesson 
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and to know what their needs in learning English vocabulary. The result is presented in 
the following table. 
 
Table 4. Result of Questionnaire for the Students 
No. Question Agree Disagree 
1.  I love learning English 9 21 
2.  I love learning English vocabulary 9 21 
3.  Learning English is not difficult 7 23 
4.  The English package book we are using has sufficient 
English vocabulary 
3 27 
5.  The English package book we are using is very clear 3 27 
6.  The English package book we are using can help us master 
English vocabulary 
2 28 
7.  The English package book we are using is equipped with the 
meanings in Bahasa Indonesia 
0 30 
8.  The English package book we are using is very easy to be 
understood 
2 28 
9.  The English package book we are using is very interesting 4 26 
10.  An English pocket book to be developed, equipped with the 




Nine of them (27%) agreed with a statement “I love studying English” and the 
other 21 students (63%) disagreed. In a statement “English is not difficult to understand” 
there were only 7 students who agreed and 23 disagreed. From the questionnaire, in a 
statement mentioning about the package book they were using, 24 students (72%) said 
that the book was really difficult to understand; 26 (78%) students said that the package 
book was not interesting; 27 (81%) students said that book did not have vocabulary and 
there was no Indonesian meanings. All of these might cause the students difficult in 
learning English vocabulary. They agreed that if the example of a pocket book to be 
developed was shown by the teacher as an English material for them, they stated that it 
would be easier and helpful for them to learn English. They all agreed that the English 
pocket book of vocabulary might be of great help for them in learning English vocabulary 
and help them in understanding the English meaning because the pocket book to be 





The finding shows that the fourth grade students of SD Negeri 4 Tewah were 
difficult in learning simple English vocabulary because the available English teaching 
material was lack of vocabulary. The finding also states that an example of a pocket book 
to be developed by the teacher as the English learning material might be helpful to learn 
English vocabulary. Consequently, an English pocket book for the fourth grade students 
of SD Negeri 4 Tewah to be developed later need to be based on the students’ needs of 
vocabulary. 
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